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        ....نه به دارايي و نژادنه به دارايي و نژاد  شرافت به خرد و ادب استشرافت به خرد و ادب است: : ))عع((عليعليامام امام 

Choose the best one (a, b, c or d ) 

1-The government has reduced inflation , but has not made much progress on the 

employment……….. . 

 a. affiliation b. front c. deal d. contribution 

2-He felt that his ………….in life was to help people . 

 a. debt b. interpretation c. conviction d. mission 

3- The drugs they gave him only ………….. the pain. 

 a. exacerbated b. distributed c. adjusted d. oriented 

4- The UN has clamped economic sanction on the country. clamped means: 

 a. convinced b. accused c. suppressed d. avoided 

5- Political…………in this region may cause many problems for your company. 

 a. diagnosis b. integration c. instability d. expertise 

6- Firms try to involve in less competitive situation in order to ………… their sales and profits. 

 a. enhance b. comply c. trade d. survey 

7- A(n) ………… of all the stock has to be made before the shop can be sold. 

 a. expropriation b. inventory c. adjustment d. trade 

8- His…………. With every thing we suggest make it hard to know what he really feels. 

 a. rivalry b. vitality c. association d. compliance 

9- The company plans to………….. its activities to produce raw materials. 

 a. investigate b. delegate c. extent d. detail 

10- Invoicing is precisely the kind of function that can be taken over by electronic…………. . 

 a. certificate b. data processing c. book keeping d. soft ware 

11-What we need now in this company is a big injection of …………. . 

 a. alliance b. loan c. infrastructure d. capital  

12-Authority to make financial decision has been …………to a special committee . 

 a. surveyed b. augmented c. delegated d. enhanced 
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13- In order to keep prices low , there has to be a(n)…………between quantity. 

 a. trade off b. pay off c. account d. shortfall 

14- I tried to …………..the kind of questions they were likely to ask me at the interview. 

 a. project b. anticipate c. detail d. out perform 

15- The profit centre performance relies on the ……………and cost difference. 

 a. budgets b. cash c. revenue d. assets 

16- This contract may be the largest financial………….you will have in your life. 

 a. commitment b. concession c. commerce d. complaint 

17- Foreign ………….deals with investment in production and markrting facilities in another country. 

 a. franchising b. joint venture c. production d. direct investment 

18- A………………..is one organization which sells to a second organization the rights to a patent , 

or a brand name. 

 a. license b. licensor c. licensee d. licensing 

19- Kindness is one of his best………….. . 

 a. attributes b. promises c. insurrection d. defection 

20-The report recommends the use of private resources to…………government services in some 

areas. 

 a. live up to b. clamp c. augment d. return 

21- You should bring a spare set of clothes in case they get wet. Spare means: 

 a. host b. extra c. convenient d. attainable 

22-………….. can be defined as a product in high amounts using machinery so that each object is the 

same and can be sold cheaply. 

 a. market segment b. differentiation c. mass product d. profitability 

23- The …………. Impact of these small changes was considerable. 

 a. promoting b. pampered c. sequential d. cumulative 

24- This is a critical time for small business ,which faces a …………. of start up financing. 

 a. discontent b. trait c. dearth d. retaliation 
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25- They used the …………of strike action to enforce their demands. 

 a. threat b. target c. defection d. confiscation 

26- …………….is important in telling buyers the advantages of one product over another. 

 a. Profitability b. Reputation c. Differentiation d. Experience curve 

27- The unions and management have made a two – year pay and productivity………… . 

 a. import b. deal c. tarriy d restrictions 

28- If you want help selecting a policy , you might want to use an insurance advisor who charges a(n) 

…………..,but earns no commission. 

 a. asset b. transaction c. capital d. fee 

29- No agreement has yet been reached and the negotiations are still………….. . 

 a. comprehensive b. domestic c. distinctive d. ongoing 

30- The sum of money  left from a company's profits after payment of tax and interest is 

called………… . 

 a. budgetary control  b. retained  earning 

 c. auditing  d. cash flow 
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1- The term independent audit means a check of the accounting records of an economic entity by a 

CPA who is neither employed by the entity nor related to an officer of the entity.(1 point) 

 

2-Joint ventures offer more direct control over international operations than licensing or exporting, 

and they allow organizations to top the expertise of other as they expand into over seas markets. 

(1/25points) 

 

3- Naturally, customers   like to get as much value as possible in return for the prices they pay. The 

value as possible in return for the prices they pay. The value/price ratio measures the value that 

customers receive as a function of the product price.(1/25points) 

 

4-Bargaining or negotiation may be used as method of achieving coordination among individuals, and 

groups. The bargaining parties are involved in a situation of a ''fixed pie '' or a win-loose situation so 

that one's gain is another's loss.(1/5points) 

 

5-Over the years , numerous internationally oriented strategies have been formulated and successfully 

followed by many different companies . Four of the most widely used of these strategies are direct 

investment, license agreements, joint ventures, and importing /exporting.(1/5points) 
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